
it wasn't that bad a wicket! 

okay, so it had rained for a week, and it wasn't what even moss would describe as a "road", but was it a 
twenty-wicket, 247-run deck?  me-thinks not.  the 'dale were the first to make a meal of batting in 

saturday's latest southside derby: 155 all out, with only four batters getting into double figures doesn't 
normally bode well for recording a win.  but then, teams that post 155 aren't usually defending it against 

the brittlest batting line up in the known cricketing world.  not only did the 'loc fail to chase 156 to win, 

they didn't even bother getting into three figures - 92 all out was shambolic.  the dark side got four 
batters past 10, the 'loc just three!  and two just got there: dan's 10, and dombo's 11. 

 

the two sides' pro's probably cancelled each other out with the bat as kamran sajid's 44 was all-but 

matched by boothy's 39.  sajid's been a consistent performer for his crossmyloof xi - averaging 49 with 
the bat and having grabbed 18 sncl wickets - and saturday was no different.  his 44 was an un-fussy 

knock that, along with kasim farid's 33, formed the basis of his side's total.  just as well, too, as the rest 

simply came and went.  the usual collection of thistle badges came, saw and were conquered as the 'loc 
bowlers shared the wickets around: three for dombo', two each for im'y, bean and dan "golden arm" 

walton.  only bil'y didn't get one - it wasn't the matchstick's day as his three overs cost 18 runs.  another 
step on the learning curve tho'. 

 

another "feature" of the 'dale's innings - and probably reflecting the "sticky" wicket - was the number of 
batters who departed having been caught: eight in total.  and there were some decent grabs in the 

collection: nj's two were both good ones; nom'y's two were good too, mainly because he'd spilled an early 
chance - zulfi' mis-sweeping an im'y delivery to him at short backward square leg.  credit to nk, therefore, 

for calling for the next airborne chance, and pouching it.  155 it was then; 48.3 overs bowled. 
 

156 to win.  a steady start needed - no early wickets - no need for heroics.  here's how things panned 

out: 48 on the 'board and ten wickets intact.  then wicket #1: spenny nicks a sajid delivery behind and 
departs for a zillion-ball 3.  still nothing to worry about though, surely.  "don't call me shirley!" - 54 for 2, 

63 for 3, and 73 for 4 soon changed all that tho'!  then there were four wickets going for 2 runs, sorry 

make that five wickets falling for just 5 runs!  sigh.  and when bil'y was last out, three new entries in the 

"webbed feet" award were lined up, youngy was 8 not out, six wickets had fallen for just 19 runs and it 

was off to the play off for the 'loc. 
 

has season '08 seen any wins over the dark side??? 
 

watson's win sets up season-ending drama 

let's start at the end and work back shall we.  watson's won and, as a result, opened up a seven point 
gap in the premier division over the 'loc.  but, with ferguslie losing to heriot's at goldenacre, the fight for 

divisional safety is now down to just the 'loc and watson's.  with one week left the 'loc need to beat the 
dark side and hope that carlton beat watson's, restricting their local rivals to three points or less.  if not 

then it's off to new williamfield again and the scottish cricketing equivalent of the q school!  the oppo' in 

the play off looks like being either forfarshire or west of scotland.  and here's a thing, saturday's oppo', 

the dark side, are only 10.5 points ahead of the mighty - one more point against watson's today and 

they'd have been in the mix next saturday too!!  but they're not, they're safe.  pity that,..... 
 

to the game - and still working back - watson's were only chasing 157 to win.  mind you it was on a deck 
more suited to play-doh than cric'!  but at 113 for 1 in the 23rd over the home side were looking like 

winning at a canter, with the 'loc leaving the capital with nowt.  but, hey, cricket's a funny ol' game isn't 

it.  fifteen overs later the scoreboard read 140 for 7 as the myreside men had crumbled.  including 
stubbsy's cameo (?), they were 27 for 6 in that period.  wonder what was in the drinks?  surely the 'loc 
couldn't win, could they?  every wicket now was a point too!  one run was added and 141 for 7 was the 

score.  dombo' was "on fire" as they say in footy parlance.  dombo' to rajagopal - nick - ball into spen's 

gloves falling to his right - body and arms to ground - ball to grass - rajagopal had already walked - im'y 
collects the grassed ball, throws at stumps - ball hits stumps - "howzat!" - "not out" says umpire dowdalls 



- talking about drama people!  rajagopal survives, and goes on to steer his side home with youngster 

"bambi" paxton.  rajagopal's unbeaten 21 was crucial as he held the quivering tail together.   
 

up top watson's openers had looked like they might win it on their own.  easton raced to 28 off just 26 
balls, and it was 46 for 0 after just eight overs as im'y took a bit of tap.  then after easton had holed out 

to youngy at long-on his opening partner ryan flannigan carried on to create the base from which 

rajagopal finished things off.  he'd hit a crucial, and patient, 45.  not chance-free, but impressive 
nonetheless given the game, and difficulty of the wicket. 

 

in fact flannigan had played a part in the game before even donning his pads.  he'd cleaned boothy up 

with the ball in the 'loc's innings just as gav' and dombo' looked like batting thru' to see the boys set a 
really challenging target.  but boothy played an uncharacteristic across-the-line swat to a regulation 

straight one, and went for 21.  dombo', however, was the 'loc's flannigan as he starred with ball (10-1-29-

3) and bat (50).  elsewhere dan boosted his chances in the "webbed feet award" table, spen' had chipped 
in with 13 valuable runs at the top of the order, and bean (12), dani' (16*) and nom'y (7*) had scurried 

at the death to get the side over 150.  but the efforts of the middle order wouldn't be quite enough. 
 

in the field, bar dombo's efforts, bean bowled his usual miserly spell, im'y came back well from his 

opening beating and bil'y chaudhry showed his continuing progress and picked up two key wickets in the 
watson's late collapse.  the fielding, too, was pretty decent - only the chance that evaded spen's grasp 

went down, although there were a couple of missed diving stops and a couple of instances of 'loc fielders 
escorting balls to the boundary instead of trying to stop'em!  it's cricket not curling chaps! ;-) 

 
congrat's to watson's who handled the pressure at the end.  and it's now all down to next weekend: 

surely the 'loc won't beat the 'dale to survive.....? 

 
ayr-raising finish as 'loc grab win! 

in a match reduced to 48 overs a side, it's the start of over 43 of the ayr reply chasing 134 to win.  

they're 119 for 7 and colin mccrossin's on 45 not out.  it's a shoe-in, surely?  "don't call me shirley!"  five 

dot balls later and im'y's delivery's been slogged to the mid-wicket boundary,.....in the air.  bil'y 
chaudhry's under it.  caught!  119 for 8.  but still only 15 to win and five overs left.  over 44 goes for just 

1 though, and so it's the start of over 45 and it's 14 to win.  ball #2 goes for a single bringing scooter 
mcelnea onto strike.  it's the charmer to scooter.  a shot to mid-off goes aerial and nj, running in, makes 
a great diving attempt, only for the sphere to pop out of his grasp as he lands.  even the drag of those 

ears couldn't prevent it being a crash landing!  chance gone.  ball 4's a wide!  was it going pear-shaped?  

yes,.....for ayr. ball#5's a dot.  ball #6's lofted again by scooter, and another mis-hit off the slow wicket.  
this time ball goes up and over dombo' at cover.  running back the daft kiwi takes a good overhead 

catch.  122 for 9 now.  who's your money on?  as the batters had crossed it was calum leck who faced 
ball #7.  and what a ball!  stumps re-arranged as bil'y stole the show with "two-in-two".  his next 

delivery'll be a hat-trick ball!  and the big matchstick had earlier taken the grab to get rid of the 

dangerous matt horne.  good game young man!  phew - a win by 11 runs. 

 

but where had this epic finish started?  answer in the 'loc posting just 133 on a very slow - but perfectly 
well-behaved - deck.  they had the usual chaotic start - this week 46 for 4 before, led by boothy's 38, 

lower order partnerships helped muster something to bowl at.  boothy and spen' added 41, dani' and im'y 
15, and youngy and im'y 22.  in fact im'y's 26, batting at eight, would be crucial.  earlier dombo' had 

shown consistency - he made his second blob in a row to boost his chances of scooping the "webbed feet 

award", and bean's recent league batting doldrums continued. 
 

for ayr it was matty horne who stole to bowling plaudits, returning figures of 10-4-14-3.  the three in 

question being dan "i love scottish wickets" walton, the big mex' and the aforesaid jason "i prepare 

scottish wickets" dombroski.  it's also worth highlighting ayr's two young bowlers' performances: scooter 



and leck bowled their combined fourteen overs for just 31 runs, leck grabbing spenny's wicket into the 

bargain. 
 

134 to win it was then, but as noted it would beyond ayr.  matt horne's 29 was accummulated in his usual 
efficient manner before he holed out.  and mccrossin's 45 was nearly the match-winner.  the 'loc bowlers 

deserve great credit tho' and, notwithstanding bil'y's last over heroics, the match saw nj get his first sncl 

wicket and bean return figures of 3 for 11 in his ten-over allocation.  easy game isn't it, that bowling!  in 
the field i've mentioned bil'y's two good grabs, and dombo's overhead effort.  elsewhere there were 

plenty run out chances as ayr batters scampered.  nj narrowly missed at the bowler's end, whilst youngy 
seemed to be having run out practice with one direct hit out of what seemed a zillion attempts being 

adjudged not out to give scotty mcelnea a life.  the outfielding was a decent effort tho' and backed up the 
bowling effort. 

 

elsewhere watson's thumped feegie, and the dark side saw off uddy.  there's now some clear water 
between watson's and the 'loc, and feegie.....for now!  next week it's grange, at home. 

 
tail-end heriocs at heriot's needed, but not found 

the 'loc's run chase started as badly as their bowling had finished.  home side heriot's fp had been 

restricted to 194 for 3 off 49 of their 50 overs and im'y was tossed the cherry to finish off what would've 
been a pretty good spell.  but, bizarrely, and frustratingly, the maestro's final over went for a crushing 21 

as three 6s, a 2 and a leg bye saw the goldenacre mob post 200 plus a good few to make the 'loc's run 
chase that much harder. 

 
and that run chase then started chaotically as noted: 22 for 3, and then 72 for 5, as the top three nicked 

balls behind, dombo' got an "interesting" lbw playing no shot, and im'y was cleaned up by mccraw.  oh 

dear. 
 

boothy, however, was still in, and batting nicely.  could the middle order hang around?  answer: no.  

could the tail then wag?  answer: no.  arguably the middle order did best of all mind you, as matty (9) 

and dani' (12) almost got in, before getting out.  matty was dismissed by a disputed catch by 

gutter,....sorry i meant goddard.  the same guy also took a great grab at mid on to send dani' on his 

way.  and, while on the subject of decent grabs, mention of stevie knox's overhead snatch at slip to get 

rid of saleem. 
 

boothy was last out - for 85 - cleaned up by edington, as bil'y was left stranded on 2*.  166 all out, and 

just a single point.  frustrating as there were still 8.5 overs left. 
 

the afternoon had started okay as well.  the home side's skipper, "grumpy" mcintyre, got stroppy with 
"grumpy" ewing to get the toss done saying "it's 12.30pm, come on!"  boothy tho' wanted a team talk 

first.  two minutes later and boothy was ready, only to find gav' mac'didn't have a bloomin' coin!  tosser, 

or not, as the case was ;-)  anyway, a flick of a coin later and the 'loc were in the field. 

 

heriot's openers batted steadily, but slowly.  30 for 0 from the first ten.  97 for 0 at drinks.  not too quick, 
but certainly the ideal base to "kick on".  and crucially stevie knox had had a life: the score was 83, and 

he was on 38 when a bil'y delivery was nicked down the leg-side.  baby, standing back, had plenty of time 
and took the ball waist high'ish just to his left.  but ball to grass later, and the chance was gone.  and 

baby's chance wasn't the only grassed catch.  dani' - who'd later take a blinder - dropped a regulation 

catch a mid-on to give knox life #2 when he was on 46.  and talking of catches, what of youngy's 
overhead one-handed wonder grab at long off, only to cruelly land diving backwards on the rope! :-( 

 

knox's 78 was the base of his side's score.  it was, however, edington's and farrell's late, late fireworks 

that provided the buzz.  the top four batters all getting in.  two kicking on.  one providing the base.  oh to 
have wickets in hand at the death. 



 

on the bowling front, gav's ten overs cost just 31 (ed: bizarrely one went for 14!), and - bar his last - im'y 
had done the business too.  nine overs for 33 became ten for 53! 

 
any plusses?  yup, the sun shone, and feegie, the dark side and watson's all got beaten too.  getting tight 

down at bottom, eh.... 

 
no change from the game; no change at the bottom... 

the 'loc returned from grange loan late on saturday.  but, unfortunately, it wasn't because they'd had to 

hire a wide load flat-bed to help haul ten points.  nope it was because their sncl encounter with carlton 

had been delayed, and ended up just a 35-overs-a-side contest.  throw in a 3.40pm start and it made for 
cold, dark, wet and depressing saturday #6 or so of the season.  bring back regional cric' 

someone,.....fast!  what a waste of an afternoon.  but, hey-ho, at least the sncl's resulted in big 

improvements on the park, more competitive games, more sponsors being attracted and the crowds 
flooding back..... 

 
to saturday's thirtyfive35 then: disarmingly boothy won a toss - only the second - and, after standing up 

again, decided to insert the home side.  in the absence of fraser watts it was jamie kerr who accompanied 

cedric english to the middle.  but jam spread himself pretty thinly with five dot balls, a maximum, then 
out!  enter carlton's wooden pro',....sorry that should've been carlton's pro', wooden.  this was to be the 

key partnership: 89 was added for the second wicket, in just under seventeen overs.  the two guys scored 
nicely, accelerating the run rate, with 23 coming off the first seven overs, 34 off the second seven, and 55 

off the third fifth of the innings. 
 

then, after wooden found himself logged on to confused.com with dan's first delivery, english found 

himself with a new partner in bryn lockie.  lockie played his usual positive game, rattling along at a run-a-
ball, and would make 31 from 35 balls, carrying on the momentum of the innings with stevie gilmour after 

english was caught in the deep by dani' off im'y.  39 came off overs 22 to 28, before 49 was added in the 

final seven, as a steady stream of home wickets fell.  spink holed out at long on to youngy and lockie fell 

to a catch on the mid-wicket boundary by dan.  and there was then just time for a typically bizarre poloc-

related incident:  three balls left in the carlton innings, and the home side's overseas am', radnidge, is 

trapped lbw by dombo'.  this brings legget in, but he promptly holes out ball #1 to gav'.  we then have 

the ump's looking at their watches as mo' afzal tries to get his pads on in time to avoid being timed-out.  
[ed: both ump's getting excited they might be about to make history!] but he gets out in time; in time for 

dombo's hat-trick ball.  and when it's delivered afzal half-hits a pull to deep backward square leg.  dan's 

on the move and with a dive at the end gets both hands to it.  but an a.b. de villiers' moment later and 
the ball's on the grass and dombo's hat-trick's but a pipe-dream.  yup typically poloc. 

 
mind you there were a few other funnies: everything from lost balls, to fielders losing their footing in the 

outfield and kicking balls for 4s! 

 

200 was on the 'board after afzal had scurried a double off the last ball, and so it was 201 to win.  as near 

as 6-an-over as makes no difference. 
 

with last week's opener spenny changing nappies, boothy opened with bean.  but it wouldn't be a day for 
batters under 5' 8" obviously as gav' holed out in over one, and bean was adjudged lbw in over three.  8 

for 2.  hmmm, not good.  dombo' and sal', therefore, found themselves in and trying to resurrect the 'loc's 
win chances - not easy with the new ball still,...well still new.  and with both new to the crease.  but sal' 
started off positively smacking radnidge's third over for 15.  and so the two 'loc batters kept the 

scoreboard ticking over.  42 for 2 after ten overs compared well with carlton's 33 for 1.  then, after 

fourteen, it was 61 for 2 versus 57 for 1.  good progress guys.  but over fifteen would change all that as 

sal' was the second 'loc batter to get an "interesting" lbw decision.  bean's had looked like it might've 
been missing down the leg side; sal's was in doubt 'cos he'd hit it!  pity.  62 for 3. 



 

dan was in at five and he and dombo' continued to chip away at the target.  by over twenty the 'loc's 
reply was 86 for 3, but they were now behind carlton's comparative 101 for 2.  and things got worse as 

dombo' holed out to legget for 17 (from 40 balls).  seven runs later and dombo' was in a race to get to 
the shower before dan - the "golden arm" had been dismissed courtesy of a one-hand catch by bryn 

lockie - one the old-timer, if he was honest, would admit to being one of those that just sometimes stick.  

one-handed at first slip, ankle height, with bryn looking behind him expecting to see it racing to the 
boundary!  again: hey-ho.  then another wonder catch - this time in close by that wooden pro',.....sorry 

again, i meant that pro', wooden.  im'y out for 6.  it was now 93 for 6 and the win looked pretty unlikely.  

but there were still good points for getting close up for grabs. 

 
matty and dani' were the guys at the crease and there were still twelve overs left.  but the guys would 

find it tough to get the ball through the in-field: the seven overs, 24 to 30 would yield only 16 runs, and 

with this inertia came the fear that the 'loc might not get to 151 and even one point.  but the message 
was gotten over to the guys and runs started to come.  14 came off over 31 meaning 29 were needed off 

the last four for a point.  nine then came off over 32, but at the cost of matty's wicket as wooden took his 
second blinding catch of the game: a fabulous "c&b".  baby joined dani' and 10 were added from ten 

balls.  then it was 136 for 8, and youngy in to join dani', after euan holed out to afzal.  youngy and dani' 

added 16 from ten balls to get the 'loc a point before youngy was run out going for a second to let a 
chaudhry sisters combo' grab five more runs.  157 for 9.  defeat.  one point. 

 
disappointing, but with watson's getting just one too, and feegie getting just two, it's still very - very - 

tight at the bottom 
 

you just can't trust some people! 

here's the scenario reader: the 'loc take on the feegie in a 9th versus 8th in the sncl at shawholm.  
meanwhile ex-'locster stubbsy's got his bottom-of-the-pile watson's side at toytown.  watson's are minus 

talisman gordon drummond.  all the 'dale have to do is win and ensure watson's remain rooted to the foot 

of the table.  so, of course, the diddy dark side bat first and crash to 17 for 5 [ed: remember that score!], 

six batters fail to get past 4, and they're 108 all out.  sigh.  watson's at a canter.  so it was important the 

'loc got a result at home. 

 

so what happened?  well, things started as usual, i.e. gav' lost the toss.  that 100% record intact.  feegie 
skipper stuart murray decided to bat first so the plan from meikleriggs was found, dusted down and re-

read: bowl straight, create pressure and take the chances when they come.  and get that bloke de lange 

out a.s.a.p.  cdl's unbeaten 98 after being dropped on <1 (!) had seen his side home in the first league 
clash between the two sides, so it was imperative that particular mistake wasn't repeated. 

 
murray and sturgeon opened and plan feegie defeat went according to plan at the start as the first ten 

overs saw just 26 scored with imy' and dombo' bowling nice and tidily, backed up by good energy in the 

field.  over eleven saw the breakthrough: bil'y chaudhry's second ball seeing him clean up sturgeon for 8.  

and this - of course - brought said cdl to the middle to join his skipper.  but still the 'loc bowlers kept their 

lines and lengths; and the efforts in the field backed them up.  by over twenty murray and de lange had 
added just another 27.  then the turning point, perhaps, in the feegie innings: sheridan to de lange, ball 

to pad, umpire's finger to air!  out for 13 from 40 balls.  phew! 
 

at drinks the visitors had pushed their total to 62, with tim preston-jones having joined murray.  after the 

resumption tho' the runs still didn't flow.  tp-j would struggle for fluency and would be next out having 
made just 6 from 25 deliveries.  73 for 3.  tim's departure brought veteran "rab" kennedy to the middle 

and, after "just following orders" to get after the bowlers, quickly returned to the rab-bit [sic!] hutch, to 

give beanie his third victim - caught and bowled.  a strange knock. 

 



next in was overseas am' haslim - he, too, came out with the apparent intention of scoring at 2-a-ball 

and, after swinging and missing at more balls than a baseball trialist at spring training, was caught by 
boothy off the huss.  and here's a good stat' dear reader: this was boothy's first catch in the sncl - true. 

 
now then, talking of catches - and boothy's was a cracker - this brings me to the only downside of the 

'loc's performance in the field.  including a great one-handed effort by dombo', the 'loc grassed six 

catches in total with sal', youngy, dan and bil'y being the other culprits.  hmmm.  and stu' murray was the 
main beneficiary as the big mex' dropped him on 37, then youngy on 44, before bean eventually decided 

to take the catchers out of the equation by trapping him lbw to grab his fourth scalp. 

 

the rest of the feegie innings was really a case of a cameo partnership from the big-hitting aldo, and 
pickles.  mories made 27, and dougall 13 - at eight and nine - as they added 43 for the eighth wicket. 

 

in the end 165 for 9 was the total posted.  murray's 61 was the top score, accumulated off 142 balls.  and 
on a difficult deck with a soft, slow outfield, that wasn't a bad total. 

 
so to the run chase.  the second part of plan feegie defeat entailed boothy opening and getting after the 

opening bowlers whilst keeping dombo' and im'y to have a go at cdl.  and it worked,.....for a while.  eight 

overs to be exact.  boothy was first to go.  cleaned up by greg cameron.  his 23 had come at nearly a 
run-a-ball and, with spenny, he'd given the 'loc some kind of base.  but the base looked a tad shoogly on 

its plinth as sal' came and went for a ten-ball 1, leaving spen' with im'y.  then, just as drinks beckoned, 
spenny decide he didn't fancy the selection that was to come and departed lbw to kennedy - a wicket with 

a combined age of nearly 90!  spen's 21 was valuable tho' and he'd steadied the ship after the quick fall 
of the first two wickets. 

 

im'y and dombo' now - and this'd be the partnership that mattered.  a 68-run partnership no less as they 
bunted and scurried their way along at 4-an-over to keep the 'loc always up with the required run-rate.  

ideal chaps.  and im'y, in particular, wasn't bothered about taking on cdl, hitting one particular over for 10 

prompting a few soft-toy springboks to be thrown out of a south african pram'. 

 

and im'y didn't bat an eyelid as he carried on his merry way.  he'd eventually hole out to a good catch in 

the deep by tim preston-jones, but dombo' would carry his bat.  jas' finished 49 not out and was helped 

at the death by feegie's overseas am' catching the 'loc's catching condition by grassing a regulation catch 
at long-on,.....for 4!  ouch. 

 

im'y's departure allowed dgw disguised as barry gibb to nip out to the middle, get hit by a short haslim 
delivery, clip a nice 4 and sneak a cheeky wee sheriff!  bean, meanwhile, added a "dnb" to his "4-for" and 

the tail didn't need to even get their tracky's off.  a win with just over three overs to spare and the 'loc 
are unbeaten in the sncl since june the 7th!  okay, okay, a few were rained off! 

 

a good win tho', and good spirit.  a good fielding performance - bar those catches - backing up good 

bowling, followed by a good run-chase.  nice all-round,.....except for the diddy 'dale forgetting their part.  

sigh…. 
 

"west league cup, it's goodnight from us" 
wednesday saw the final west league cup round-robin match played at shawholm.  the 'loc fielded 

another young side as they've done throughout the competition, giving valuable senior game-time to the 

club's promising youngsters.  wednesday saw dani', nj, bil'y and hari' all feature, alongside those grizzled 
veterans coyle, williamson and kenneth.  throw in boothy and dombo' and that only leaves the two real 

old 'uns: the oldest dad to be, and the still to be a dad. 

 

batting first the visitors got off to a flyer: hoffy and ed' cowan were in bunt mode and dombo' was soon 
bunted out of the attack, allowing bil'y and hari' to see how they enjoyed bowling their full five-over 



allocations in the face of the onslaught.  neither youngster threw in the towel tho' and showed good heart 

continuing to run in and bowl at the two proven performers.  hoffy eventually went for a bunt-a-licious 
46, outscoring the slightly-less-rotund uddy aussie by 5.  hoffy holed out to hari' in the deep off gav', 

whilst cowan did the same to nj off hari's bowling.  cowan would be one of three victims for hari' on 1st xi 
debut - 3 for 50.  but a nice three: cowan, dalgleish and bradley.  bil'y also got some reward, grabbing 

the seagull's wicket courtesy of a boothy grab.  1 for 49, but no disgrace.  well done guys - it's a tough 

school, but good promise. 
 

162 for 8 was the eventual total, the last wicket being the slightly-more-rotund uddy aussie, run out after 

some kind of bizarre triple play involving boothy, baby and spen'.  it's over twenty and gav' and the other 

grizzled vet's have already been hollering at the juniors not to hurl the sphere at the stumps as uddy 
batters scamper late innings singles.  cue ball struck to mid-on to boothy.  doing not as he said, but as he 

does, the skipper hurled the ball at the striker's end where it careered off baby's gloves towards the 

boundary.  enter spen' to the equation, and before you could say "i thought we weren't supposed to hurl 
th...." the ball was back in baby's gloves and it was goodnight uddy batsman.  ta-da!  nothing to it! 

 
163 to win then.  nom'y and dombo' opened for as 'loc tried to get off to a positive start.  dombo' didn't 

last long tho' and mis-timed a bradley delivery, sending it skyward in hoffy's direction.  the big man - 

obviously a trifle bored with proceedings - decided to liven things up by taking the catch over his head, 
one-handed, when in exactly the right position to take a catch of the "regulation" variety.  if it hadn't 

been so bloomin' cold he'd have been applauded by both the man and his dog watching too.  dombo's 
demise brought matty to the crease and he and nom'y survived intact as a combo' for a bit, putting on 27 

for the second wicket.  and it was nom'y who fell - cleaned up by davie bill.  nom'y was likely taken by 
surprise as that old sucker punch move: wide, wide, wide, wicket! 
 

depart kenneth, arrive keith.  bean and matty added 47 before the latter became the seagull's first of four 
victims.  added to matty's scalp, amir grabbed dani's, spenny's and nj's wickets.  the latter was the last 

ball of the innings, watched from the other end by boothy who'd come out to stand at the non-striker's 

end with a ball to go after spen' holed out to bradley.  but tdtb [ed: the dad to be] should've gone earlier 

- but for, arguably, the worst attempted catch ever from the barometer, he'd have sloped off a few 

deliveries sooner. 

 

as it was, 102 for 7 was the score in the final analysis.  the plan to blood youngsters in this comp's been a 
good one.  especially in the longer sunday afternoon ties.  let's hope the experience has been absorbed 

and lessons learned.  well done tonight to the guys for their effort, and for some decent contributions - a 

couple of good catches stand out. 
 

uddy with a twist 
last week's match report was called "groundhog day meets deja vu" or something like that.  well, this one 

could have the same title,....with one crucial difference.  here's the deja vu bits: rains leading up to 

matchday, pitch preparation time at a premium, shocking forecasts, rain in the air, low, slow, green deck, 

crucial toss [ed: lost as usual! - is that none out of nine boothy?], the 'loc batting, rain interruption, early 

tea, seagulls wading in puddles on the square, and an oppo' captain whose initials are,....wait for it..."r" 
and "b"!!!  but, luckily, there was a difference: the "r" wasn't for "ricky" and the "b" wasn't for "bawa" - 

phew!  nope, this week's bb was barometer berrington.  and thank goodness.  instead of hanging around 
watching loch glenpark reforming, barometer berrington displayed a pragmatism and level of common-

sense that barometer bawa might do well to learn.  yup, everyone was changed and getting on with their 

lives by 4pm thanks to a meeting of minds - thanks to the ump's and richie b' for making the only sensible 
decision. 

 

but why go on about this?  here's why: the mighty were looking less-than, at 17 for 5 (!) when the rain 

eventually forced the players off.  greenock could have, not unreasonably, adopted a mindset of hanging 
on, and hanging on, thinking maybe only another ten overs might've been enough to win it.  but that 



assumed conditions would improve enough - and this wasn't going to happen.  but i'll bet if the other 

barometer had found himself in the same position, this web report, whilst reporting on the same 
outcome, wouldn't have been online for another four hours! 

 
so thanks again to greenock's players and the ump's for the common sense applied.  it was genuinely bad 

luck that having taken advantage of a "great toss to win" their bowlers - nel and weeraratna - had then 

put the ball in the right areas to take wickets.  the first tho' had had "poloc" written all over it as matty 
and dombo' ended up standing together mid-wicket as sean w' removed the bails to run the former out 

after a calling shambles.  dombo' followed shortly afterwards tho', cleaned up by that man weeraratna 

again.  then it was the dewald nel show as he got sal' to nick one behind, removed boothy's off-bail as 

the skipper shouldered arms, and then got dani' to nick another one to give another catch to greenock's 
'keeper and get his name on the "webbed feet" award listing. 

 

17 for 5.  ouchay indeed! 
 

it was mentioned afterwards however that the huss' remains unbeaten in a 'loc shirt this season..... 
 

groundhog day meets deja vu... 

cricket clubs are great places for families.  grandparents and grandchildren; uncles, aunts, nieces and 
nephews; mothers and fathers.  all generations mixing together in a relaxed atmosphere with a backdrop 

of ice clinking in glasses, and leather on willow.  and so it was - kind of - on saturday at the old ground.  
uddy were the visitors and there were different generations of families milling around.  even the oppo's 

skipper - the barometer himself - had his parents present.....huddled under their umbrella!!!  maybe bb 
didn't see'em though - it must have, after all, been tricky seeing much of what was going on 60 yards 

away such was the smir, and water that was no doubt covering his glasses! 

 
yes, readers, saturday saw the barometer in full flow.....again.  readers with little else to do but log on to 

poloc.com to read these nonsense match reports might recall that last year's sncl encounter at the 'loc 
went much the same way: the 'loc adamant the ground wasn't playable and a game wouldn't be 

completed, ricky canute steadfastly asserting the opposite and that the rains weren't coming.  result?  

match abandoned after phaffing about for six or seven hours!  or what about 2006's sncl encounter at 

bcp when, with his own players aqua-planing across the outfield in shorts, bb was still standing looking 

skyward into the rain in full whites, asserting a game was still possible!  result?  match abandoned after 
phaffing about for six or seven hours!  yup, the man's got form.  and don't say we didn't call it on the 

"home" page from about thursday - yup, saturday was - as one junior put it - deja vu all over again (?) 

 
in summary: rain for two days, steady drizzle in the morning, a soaking wet outfield and a poor forecast.  

but, of course, the barometer knows best.  start delayed until after 2.30pm, off for rain, early tea, back 
on, more rain.  result?  match abandoned after phaffing about for six or seven hours!  at least uddy's pro', 

ed' cowan, had the right idea, coming out after the last rain break before the shambles was ended 

wearing - fact - swimming goggles!  luv' it!  probably got a fine..... 

 

but if you've clicked over here i guess i should say something of the water-polo, sorry cric', that was 
played.  the barometer won the toss and put the 'loc in.  with the start delayed - or should that be the 

inevitable - the game was a shortened 40-overs-a-side affair.  bb has convinced himself the 'loc are 
rubbish and his boys are bound to triumph and so play at all costs is his motto.  unfortunately, however, 

no early breakthrough came the way of uddy as bb and hoffy opened the attack.  hoffy was his usual 

highly impressive self, bowling his first five overs for just 3 runs!  bb, meanwhile, bowled his usual slow-
mo' stuff from the scoreboard end and proved a little less stingy after opening up with two maidens.  he'd 

eventually bowl his eight overs straight through for 22 runs. 

 

a steady start was what was needed on a slow, low, soft deck.  20 was accummulated off the first ten 
overs as dombo' and spen' negotiated the uddy opening attack.  then a mix up.  dombo' and spen' 



attempted to organise a quick single by e.s.p, only to end up together mid-wicket leaving bryan clarke 

enough time to select which bail, on which stump, to carefully remove.  spen' run out for 10.  this brought 
saleem to the middle. 

 
dombo', tho', didn't last much longer as bryan clarke again played a role in a 'loc wicket.  standing up to 

macca', bryan discovered a nick from dombo's bat lodged between his thighs.  without bothering to 

collect said stuck sphere with his hands, bgc simply raised both arms skyward and appealed.  out!  
caught,.....kind of.  and farcical enough to certainly feature in the farce that was being played out in the 

smir.  dombo's exit brought boothy to the crease and, with sal', the 'loc's two in-form batters set about 

kicking on from the steady start that'd been provided.  the run rate increased steadily and uddy's back up 

bowlers mckenzie, gul and cowan proved more expensive than hoffy, bb and gav' bradley who'd come on 
first change. 

 

the end of proceedings eventually came after sal' had been nicely caught on the mid-wicket boundary by 
brett webber, uddy's 35 year old-walking overseas am'.  a very nice grab given the ball was hit pretty 

hard and high, and was soap-like.  this meant there was just enough time for im'y to stroll out and swing 
at a few before the ump's eventually offered the 'loc batters the option of coming off - wait for it - for bad 

light!?! 

  
more time was then spent looking at rain, inspecting under covers, spiking wicket ends, and watching the 

sea gulls wading on the square before the barometer eventually conceded that the match was a bogey.  
nil for four now by our records.....  hope he doesn't have a gambling habit ;-) 

 
goodbye cockspur, hello new scribe! 

after years of utter jibberish your friendly neighbourhood match reporter's finally been replaced.  in their 

place surfers we're delighted to reveal a wannabe new scribe.  here's their first offering: 
 

"poloc won toss and batted.  dan and bean opened; dan went playing a nothing shot third ball for 0 - 

caught cover.  doogie followed closely after for 0.  not that dan would've seen it so soon was it, he was 

getting changed but found out later he was caught.  bean and matty then both batted well and started to 

score at 5s and 6s - must have put on 50 or 60, maybe even 70, (tho' don't quote me on that!) before 

bean's afterburners ran out and he was run out.....by half the pitch! 

 
batsmen then came and went: atif caught and bowled, maddy run out, matty caught behind - not sure 

how many each of them got - bean and matt the only real contributors - both batted pretty well.  104 for 

6 I think (but i'm only certain of the 104!) 
 

the defence of 104 started with walton opening up with some steady away swing, nipping it around off 
the pitch: bowl - mccrossin edge - regulation for baby (new #1 'keeper) - no-ball - three outside the 

circle!  maddy was then pumped out of the attack first over by the boy who used to play at prestwick - 

wide, two 2s and two 4s. 

 

20-odd off three overs - walton removed aforementioned old prestwickian sending his off-stump 
cartwheeling! 

 
number three came in and smashed it to the tune of 70 for 1 off ten.  it's then 80 for 1 off twelve before 

no. 3 is caught by matty at long on off bean who was taking tap.  then wickets start tumbling.  bean 

caught and bowled mcelnea (or whatever his name is) with a spectacular leap-plucking catch, catching 
the ball one-handed at the height of a basketball ring.  matty coyle then bowls very well to keep side in it 

as does young bil'y c - bowled his four overs very cheaply, and well.  culmination is 5 needed off the final 

over - step up to the plate nicky l on his 16th birthday for his first over of the day!  

 



ball 1 - wicket, stumped 

balls 2, 3 and 4 - various scrambled ones 
ball 5 - run out going for third - fielder matty coyle 

ball 6 - one to win off last ball - 7 or 8 wickets down 
 
njl bowls - batsmen run single - hit to spen's left at mid-wicket - couldn't pick it up first time - got it 

second time - missed the stumps with the throw - batsmen home... 
loss." 

 

report verdict on the message board people - marks outta' ten..... 

 
wats-on stubbsy's trousers?? 

answer: a poloc badge!  check out the flikr photo's for proof.  and, as saturday's game entered the 

eleventh over or so there were visitors from myreside who thought maybe stubbsy was, indeed, still a 
member at the mighty!  he'd made grabs at - and grassed - two catches standing back, giving the 'loc 
openers lives.  cheers egc!  welcome home!  but, of course, we jest - the wee girner would make up for 
the early spills by taking two later chances to dismiss spenny (12) and then sal' (87). 

 

and mention of the big man's second big score inside seven days brings us to the main component in the 
'loc's big 249 for 4 total.  around sal's knock we had good contributions from dombo' - a first half century, 

opening - and boothy (46).  sal's knock included the usual plethora of bunts - one long ball that landed on 
the river path being especially memorable - but also beautifully timed bround shots.  eleven 4s bear 

testimony to the latter.  well batted mex'.  boothy's 46 also entertained the sun-drenched spectators late 
in the innings and he was, arguably, unlucky to hole out when a chest high full-toss was pulled to 

watson's pro' andy delmont.  no ball??  249 it was though; and it'd be challenging to chase down. 

 
the 'loc opened their defence of their score with dombo' and 'lexy.  the latter's claim to be scotland's more 

under-rated strike [-rate!] bowler was again underlined as his opening six-over spell included the usual 

eclectic mix of the good, the bad and the downright unplayable!  stubbsy was cleaned up, and chalmers 

was snaffled in the gulley by dan.  and more of dgw's clutching skills later!! 

 

after 'lexy and dombo' had made in-roads - dombo' cleaning up pro' delmont for just 7 - gav' then 

grabbed a wicket with the first ball of his spell and watson's were in trouble.  79 for 5 was on the 'board 
and it would be a big ask to get home from there.  the 'loc had to keep pressing tho' as a nil point return 

for their visitors was what was sought. 

 
gav' continued at the burrell end, with the huss' and sal' bowling their overs at the river end.  and wickets 

continued to fall as watsonians' batters got in, then out again.  in fact six would get to double figures, but 
only one to 30.  and with skipper gordon drummond presumably hampered by injury still, and coming in 

at nine, the 'loc were homing in on their goal.  im'y's return was a "3-for" as he showed some of his old 

guile and flight; spenny grabbing drummond's wicket as the visitor's skipper was stumped off im'y's 
bowling. 

 
it was just left to sal' to seal the win with his second catch of the day, to add to his knock, and bring the 

'loc their first 10-point haul. 
 

.....but talking of catches.....  that man dan walton.  easton had been batting well in the watsonians' 

middle order and had reached 22 when he drilled a boothy delivery straight at dan, at mid off.  the ball 
just kept rising so well had it been struck.  dgw, running backwards, then lept as the ball passed 

overhead to pull off a genuine stunner!  "it's a hanger!" is indeed the only way to describe dan's one-

handed grab; and he did well not to spill it as he slammed back-first onto the turf having snaffled the 

catch.  outrageous, and brilliant! 
 



next week's it's toytown and the dark side. 

 
wested opportunity 

so 84 for 6 after 35 overs actually turned into 187 for 9 after 50.  you what?  i'm talking about how west 
of scotland's aborted batting-first innings translated itself from last sunday's shambles to seven days 

later's semi-decent total.  and in the end analysis it proved 17 more than was needed as the 'loc ran out 

of batters needing 18 to win, with still 16 balls left.  a good game for the neutral i guess, but sadly they 
were in a minority of nil as a decent crowd of 'loc regulars was swelled by a good number supporting the 

northsiders. 

 

as ever these reports attempt to express a "mixed bag" of things - some kinda' daft theme is usually 
plucked at random, there's some semi-serious analysis of where a game's gone right or wrong, and 

there's a search for positives.  so what's this report's theme.  well, i guess, i'm thinking it's around 

"sequels".  not just that this was a replayed tie, but that it could well be titled "'loc lose a tight one vi, the 
sequel".  it's incredible how many tight games there've been - testament - in the sncl - are the number of 

bonus points the side keep picking up.  no points in the cup tho', just a free sunday in a few weeks time! 
 

to the game and [maybe] where it was lost.  bar the obvious, i.e. they scored more than we did, there's 

the usual minutae to consider: we gave'em 17 in wides and no-balls, they donated just 7.  their 9, 10, 
jack contributed 29, our's managed just 5. they had six guys contribute by getting into double figures, we 

managed just three, with sal's 103 from 121 balls almost seeing the guys home.  a great individual effort 
with the blade. 

 
the west innings had started with a bang too: 51 for 1 after ten boded well.  and 97 for 2 at drinks.  the 

two wickets that had fallen, tho', were west's two overseas players: robinson and harris.  so the 'loc were 

in the game.  the second half tho' was different: 90 for 7 was the final count as bean bowled his ten overs 
for just 9, and was backed up by tight bowling from gav' and im'y, both going at under 3.5.  and catches 

were taken - baby, with the gloves, grabbing three catches, dombo' two and boothy one.  baby did well 

behind the sticks in spen's absence: just 4 byes, and another great shout for a caught-behind standing 

up, testament to his progress with the mitts.  well done sir. 

 

so the brakes were applied in the second half, and it looked like the visitors might struggle to get to 150 

at one point.  but credit to their tail - it wagged - 'specially brown, whose unbeaten 20 held it together 
after goudie, ross brown and ian cran had added just 14 between them in the engine room.  the tail's 

efforts are probably best summed up - as is the 'loc's 2008 luck - by the last over.  a season in miniature: 

ball #1 of stewy's over is skied to short point and sal' gets under it only to grass the chance.  this gets 
brown on strike instead of ending the game and he proceeds to smack stewy's next ball over im'y's head 

at deep long-on.....for 4!  ball #3 sees a scrambled leg bye; ball #4 a single that results in a shy at the 
stumps at the bowlers end that misses.  ball #5 and ball #6 are 2s when, maybe, singles might've 

resulted.  yup, kinda' sums up the luck of the 'loc.  11 added when a snatch would've ended things on 

176.  still would've been enough tho'.....:-(  but there were those extras. 

 

the 'loc's reply didn't start so well: dombo' entering the webbed feet award rankings with a blob.  3 for 1.  
then it was 20 for 2 as boothy nicked a goudie delivery to 'keeper robinson.  47 for 3 then followed as dan 

repeated boothy's innings: out for 5, caught robinson, bowled goudie.  hmm.  bean then joined saleem 
and some order was restored.  bean played the supporting role as stability returned - his 16 off 62 balls 

steadied the ship which was in danger of sinking at that stage.  but he'd be next out, caught pulling a 

low-bouncing delivery from sood to harris.  the wee man had got becalmed a little scoring just 2 in the 26 
deliveries before holing out, and the frustrating thing was that the shot was well-played, middled and 

might've kick-started his accummulation again!  ouch. 

 



but sal' kept going and 78 was the requirement when bean departed.  matty came and went quickly; 

unluckily sweetly striking a full toss from brown straight down goudie's throat at mid-wicket.  goudie was 
probably thankful tho' given he'd spat his dummy out earlier and so there was a space to fill. 

 
im'y joined sal' and the bunting started for real.  but also the shambles.  firstly he needed a runner - re-

enter gav' - and  then, of course (!), gav' got run out.  bizarrely.  boothy actually ran almost two when 

getting run out.  he'd touched down at the non-striker's end before realising sal' hadn't left his crease.  
back he went, but even a dive couldn't save him.  im'y was then replaced by stew'y but the run outs 

weren't done: stew'y sent back by sal': run out #2. 

 

sal' tho' completed his ton with a crashing 4 through extra cover - well batted sir - but couldn't see the 
boys home as mcnulty grabbed the wicket the west boys'd been looking for.  ironically the same mcnulty 

had dropped sal' at long off when the big man was on around 70; a drop that looked like it might cost his 

side.  and that area of the ground was a veritable drop-in centre as im'y was also grassed there on his 
way to 19.  throw in a regulation catch grassed at mid-wicket earlier on too, and west looked like poloc in 

disguise for a bit! 
 

the tail then didn't wag and nj was left stranded as the 'loc came up 17 short. 

 
the less said the better..... 

so here goes: 
  

grange batted first made 312, the 'loc were 122 all out.  0 points; arguably more than was deserved! 
 

done. 

 
"okay, okay, less drama webmaster, what actually happened?"  "tell us about how the 'loc were really 

unlucky and grassed catches cost'em."  eh, actually, i can't.  the thing is this was just a good ol' fashioned 

thumping.  one side good on the day, the other not.   

 

sure a few things didn't go the 'loc's way: a difficult chance flew to sal' at second/third slip and the big 

fella' got a left-hand to it, an inside edge from patel was brilliantly caught one-handed by spenny but 

adjudged not out, and a dombo' delivery smashed into gregor maiden's pad below the knee-roll straight 
in front only to be considered to be going over.  hey-ho.  all in the first ten overs.  but would it have 

changed the innings?  unlikely in all honesty. 

 
the grange batters all looked in decent nick, and when cammy coles is waddling in at seven and smudger 

has yet to appear you know your oppo' bat a long way down. 
 

clackmannanshire's sanjay patel opened with west of scotland's gregor maiden after the grange 

president's invitational xi were put in.  and both would bat well.  patel would eventually succumb on 75, 

but maiden got his second ton in eight days and would go on to score 129 before skying a catch to im'y.  

patel (clackmannanshire) was replaced by watsonian neil mccallum who would score a quick 34 before 
going "c&b" to the big mex' too.  mccallum (watsonians) was replaced by otago's wayne mcskimming and 

the big new zealander also chipped in (18) before chipping out - caught in the deep by baby.  taylor 
(unattached) then came and went, caught by youngy on the mid-wicket boundary, leaving australian 

coles and stu'y davidson to add 33 in double-quick time to help the invitational xi post 312. 

 
the 'loc nearly chased 300+ at raeburn place a couple of seasons ago, but this time the run chase looked 

a tad unlikely as early as over seven when they were 25 for 2 with openers bean and boothy despatched.  

boothy got a jaffa from the nz invitee, bean - off the same kiwi - holed out to the watsonian at point.  it 

was then pretty much a procession - bar dan - as, after dombo' had departed for 12, sal', spen', persil and 
im'y added just 6 - all to brs! - in the middle order.  dan, tho', was finding some form and was enjoying 



johnny gray's bowling machine-esque deliveries - the machine set to off-stump half volleys at 65mph.  

boom, boom, boom,.....  he'd reach 47 before an attempted pull thru' mid-wicket off guest indian spinner 
sarangarajan kept a little low and bowled him. 

 
this just left some batting practice for baby (7), maddy (20*) and youngy (4) - maddy's 20 being a nice 

display of positive shot-making.  the innings was tidied up when youngy carved a wilson pitch to point.  

122 all out.  horrible. 
 

next week it's watsonians at home - welcome home stubbsy..... 
 
'loc lose another close one 
another defeat, another bumper 4-point bonus point haul.  extraordinary.  defeat to carlton saw the 'loc 
just not quite chase 197 to win.  then heriot's fp snuck home with twelve balls to spare.  this time the 'loc 
very nearly chased down the huge target of 254 to beat table-toppers ayr at new cambusdoon.  234 for 4 
the eventual chase score; 19 runs short of a 10-point haul. 

 
the 'card of the game tells the basic story: ayr's matty horne's 94, aided by 55 from andy mcelnea and 

30-odds from davie johnstone and skipper wilson were just too much for boothy's unbeaten 143 and 

bean's 31 not out cameo.  ayr 10, the 'loc 4. 
 

but of course the 'card's cold facts don't tell the whole story.  the story behind the story is, yet again, a 
case of the 'loc grassing catches and this coming back to haunt them.  toss in a bit of bad luck and an 

umpire decision that might've gone the other way and it's another "what might've been" web report folks. 
 

the home side openers mcelnea and pro' horne were both dropped: spen' grassing a low catch to get rid 

of mcelnea in dombo's first over, a horne off drive being spilled by boothy at cover, again off dombo in his 
first - and debut - spell for the side.  frustrating, but that's life i guess.  certainly is for the 'loc in '08.  

throw in a huge appeal for mcelnea being caught behind in dan's opening spell and you'll appreciate just 

how frustrating the first half was.  and there were more dropped catches - seven in all are remembered. 

 

dombo, after plucking a stormer out of the air low down at short mid-wicket to finally get rid of horne, 

then grassed a straight-forward chip to mid-off.  boothy, after missing horne early on then grassed the 

gentlest of chips to him at mid-wicket.  bean, too, saw two chances escape his grasp; both off his own 
bowling; both tricky; the second resulting in an injury. 

 

injured he may well have been, but the wee man still returned impressive figures of 10-2-32-1, figures 
that sat nicely alongside boothy's 4 for 46, and dombo's 3 for 43 on debut. 

 
but let's not suggest the first half was all about 'loc bad luck and spilled chances - horne and mcelnea 

played well, the former in unbelievable form this season.  and the two cameo 30s from davie johnstone 

and wilson later on cemented the advantage created by the ayr openers.  253 all out is always going to 

be tough target to get past.  and so it proved. 

 
the 'loc run chase started well enough.  five-an-over was the target and 40 was gathered in the first ten 

as boothy promoted himself again to open the innings, this time with dan.  over eleven saw dan depart 
however, horne taking his wicket caught and bowled for 14.  this brought dombo in at three for his first 

'loc knock.  dombo, tho, struggled to find his fluency with his new blade and, after making 11 from 38 

balls, departed lbw to wilson bringing sal' in.  it was 92 for 2 at this point, in the 27th over.  the 'loc's 
good start had stuttered slightly - 24 runs being added in the second ten overs, followed by 29 in the 

seven overs 21 to 27.  sal' scored 19 off 23 balls before holing out to a good catch at [very] long on by 

mcelnea, then im'y made 5 from seven balls before he became dougie johnstone's second victim in the 

game.  141 for 4, eleven overs left.  how close might the 'loc get?  could they win it?  would they lose it 
and get no points at all?  avid readers of this column know either's probably just as likely - or unlikely - a 



scenario when the 'loc'er involved!  as it was boothy would continue on to bat right through, and latest - 

and final - partner bean would make 31 from 40 balls in support.  boothy's unbeaten 143 came from 171 
balls and was a great effort - physically as much as anything.  bean's 31 an ideal cameo. 

 
but their efforts weren't quite enough - from quite a long way out ayr's spreading of the field - and the 

huge outfield itself - meant boundaries were at a premium, maximums very unlikely.  and the home side 

fielded well.  only two miss-fields are remembered, and their catches were taken - the two in the deep to 
get rid of sal' and im'y were both good grabs,.....by those two: mcelnea and horne again. 

 

another defeat therefore.  more disappointment.  more dropped catches costing dear.  but some plusses: 

dombo debut, boothy's and bean's bowling, boothy's big hundred, the 'loc showing big totals aren't 
ungettable and - maybe just as crucially - 4 points that might be critical in the final analysis. 

 

another one (!) that got away 
in the end it was a 10-1 defeat as heriot's fp chased down 179 to beat the 'loc at shawholm on saturday 

in the sncl - the edinburgh mob getting home with twelve balls left.  their successful run chase owed 
almost everything to it being beautifully managed by stevie knox.  after being necessarily involved - altho' 

not culpible - in the run out of aussie pro' cameron farrell, knox then adopted a child protection officer 
demeanour as he guided young overseas amateur ritchie to a game-winning partnership of 103. 
 

this partnership - ended by knox's dismissal for 52 with the score on 134 - effectively sealed the win.  
now only stevie really knows what the plan was - to the casual observer [ed: which 'loc fielders is our 

scribe referring to!] knox seemed to have decided that bean (10-4-11-0) and boothy (10-3-24-0) were to 
be blocked out and that bowler #5 would be his target.  and when im'y entered the attack he was got 

after by both batters.  im'y's first over cost 8, his second 6.  and, in the end analysis, the combined "fifth" 

bowler cost the dearly with im'y, sal', persil, matty and 'lexy returning combined figures of 19-0-116-3 - 
that's an economy rate of 6.1, when 3.5 was needed.  this simplistic analysis is a tad harsh on persil and 

'lexy tho' as they only came into the attack late on; their wickets giving the 'loc their solitary point. 

 

let's go back to the start: the game started oddly.  "odd" in that dan wasn't yet back from a wedding in 

derby and so boothy opened with bean.  they managed to put on 23 for the first wicket - bean 

succumbing.  the heriot's bowlers bowled good lines, and the pitch was proving "variable"!  throw in a 

longer-than-usual outfield and it was never going to be a high-scoring match.  59 at drinks tho' surely 
couldn't have been in the plan.  boothy was getting frustrated at not being able to get the ball away, 

altho he and the now-arrived dgw were running sensibly between the wickets trying to keep the 'board 

ticking over.  but it was tough going.  dan was batting four; sal' had been cleaned up by farooq. 
 

76 would be the next milestone in the 'loc innings as dan was out, caught by ritchie.  ritchie would, 
arguably be the m.o.t.m. given his knock of 70 came after two catches and a 3-for!  [ed: hope our 

overseas am's as good!?!]  dan's demise was the start of a mini-collapse: spenny and persil going cheaply 

in the boiler room as 89 for 5 appeared on the 'board. 

 

enter im'y. 
 

buntalicious! 
 

43 off 49 balls from monty proved a critical contribution as the 'loc found themselves - suddenly - with the 

chance of posting a defendable total.  boothy was still there too and passed 50.  he'd eventually reach 80 
before holing out to anthony edington having steered the good ship poloc to - very nearly - safe harbour.  

gav's departure allowed just enough time for im'y to revert to type and bizarrely call new batter nichty for 

a single only he and speedy gonzalez saw, resulting in the big man's demise without facing a ball.  

youngy then joined im'y and 13 were added in the last two overs - im'y departing in the last over to be 
replaced by baby, and youngy getting run out last ball.  178 for 9. 



 

but it wouldn't be quite enough as noted.  the 'loc's bowling was good and the fielding pretty tight, as the 
slow outfield and tricky deck caused heriot's to take things steadily too.  the visitors were only 2 runs 

ahead at the halfway point, having lost farrell to a direct hit run out by 'lexy from mid-on - ump' alex 
dowdalls having to move quickly to get in a good position to give the verdict.  but the 'loc just couldn't get 

the next wickets they needed to spark some kind of panic - knox's knock [sic] proving vital.  ritchie's 70, 

whilst higher, was a much scratchier and chancy innings but credit to the young man nonetheless.  
 

in the end it was left to skipper gav' mcintyre to stroke a stew'y full toss through mid-wicket to grab his 

side the 10 points. 

 
so another defeat; but another close affair.  the good news?  boothy still in the runs, im'y's vital quick-fire 

43, dan, bean and boothy's bowling - all going at less than 3s.  more good news too that our overseas 

amateur's due in town this week having finally sorted out his visa!  oh, yeh, and the dark side got 
pumped again, and with watson's losing too, we're still 8th.  it's ayr next week. 

 
cockspur cup adventure continues 

sunday saw a very competitive match up with grange in the cockspur cup end in favour of the 'loc.  after 

saturday's close defeat to carlton and the thursday before's last ball win over glasgow accies these types 
of finishes are now considered ten-a-penny at the club!  the basics of sunday's win were the 'loc batting 

first and posting 209 for 8 in their 45 overs, before restricting grange to 197 all out with a ball to spare of 
their 45 over allotment.  good stuff - and, as ever, a thoroughly enjoyable game with the grange boys 

being perfectly pleasant both on and off the paddock.  other clubs take note: snarling is, in fact, 
optional..... 

 

the 'loc's score owed much to the top order - bean and dan snr. both made half centuries; 56 and 58 
respectively, and both in decent time.  spen' then made an important 27 as he "managed" the young 

middle order of nj, chris coyle and dan' jnr. through their paces before youngy added a quick 14 at the 

end batting with baby - the two demonstrating the art of drop and run very nicely indeed.  209 as noted.  

for the home side, leggie keith meakin returned 2 for 24 in his nine overs to steal the bowling limelight, 

although youngsters edwards and collister deserve mentions for bowling tidily enough in senior company - 

particularly the younger of the pair, collister. 

 
the grange reply started shakily with henry edwards smacking a cover drive 4 and then getting out in over 

one, before dan snr. struck again in his second over to dismiss campbell.  extraordinarily these two 

(reducing grange to 14 for 2) were the first of six dismissals where home batters had their timbers re-
arranged.  one in particular standing out when dgw saw a stump cartwheel out of the 

ground,.....forwards!?!  explain that one please, someone. 
 

back to the game - 14 for 2 became 28 for 3 when james hearn was bowled by 'lexy for 10, but then 

progressed to 92 for 4 as the home side passed drinks without further alarm only for hammond to then, 

inexplicably, have a wild cross-bat slog at a bean delivery.....and get bowled.  strange as he'd played so 

well 'til then.  he made 45.  grange skipper simon smith was still in though and batting nicely.  bean had 
had him tied down a little, but he'd still progressed to 40, and was now batting with new partner nick 

peet.  to cries of "you don't know what your doing" - from his own team! - spen' then, also inexplicably, 
tossed the cherry to youngy and asked him to have a bowl.  with his last competitive bowl being but a 

distant memory youngy started what was widely anticipated to be a one-over spell.  ball three however 

changed all that as smith's stumps were re-arranged - at just this time halley's comet was also seen 
passing overhead along with a number of flying pigs who were en route to check out whether or not the 

moon was, indeed, made of cheese.  "it's a funny ol' game" indeed. 

 

smith was replaced by kaczynski and he and peet continued to accumulate.  kaczynski would, in fact, 
score 33 and give his team a sniff of a chance in the match.  with matty bowling his off'ies at the other 



end youngy and he attempted to keep the grange batters in check, and as the pressure built two run outs 

were forced: a stew'y/walton combo' saw to kaczynski, whilst spenny's direct hit from mid-wicket sent 
meaking packing. 

 
the end of the game saw the asking rate rise to ten an over, but the crowd was entertained by young jack 

collister, batting at ten, taking on youngy and walton at the death.  great stuff.  but things were 

eventually end by the golden arm when he bowled collister with a ball to spare.  a 50, a 3-for and a run 
out for mr w. 

the 'loc now face ayr in round 3. 

 

'loc lose out in a close one 
carlton arrived at shawholm on saturday as unbeaten league leaders to find a very damp outfield and 

covered wicket.  uncovering said wicket revealed a strip curiously similarly coloured to the rest of the 

square bringing bemused looks to cedric english & co's faces.  but playable it was and, despite the near-
arctic temperatures, the game started on time at 1.  now 1pm's not a new start time we'd point out: 

something obviously the 'loc's sajjad combo' had forgotten as they appeared as over three was being 
bowled!  thanks to ronnie for filling for josh' in the 'box for a bit - especially when he felt like filling in 

josh, in the box, for free! 

 
carlton were batting first and the 'loc were determined to get as much out of the tricky deck as they 

could.  the "golden arm" opened the bowling his seamers from the river end and immediately got into a 
rythym: he'd bowl nine overs straight through and return figures of 9-1-23-1.  nice.  and they'd have been 

very, very nice if 8 hadn't come off the last over.  and at this stage - over seventeen - the visitors were 62 
for 1 having lost english for just 3.  bizarrely english had looked like he was going to benefit from the 

'loc's current favourite pastime of "pro-dropping" - he mis-timed a pull and the ball looped high over the 

slip.  bean skuttled back, flicked off his cap to get into safe-catching mode only to then grass it.  oops.  
but, of course, english isn't pro' anymore so the boys shouldn't have worried, and he went a few balls 

later! 

 

this brought carlton's real pro' the wicket - peter wooden - he of the snarling aussie outlook [ed: was he 

bullied as a boy down bondi beach way??]  he, of course, as the oppo' pro would become a beneficiary of 

the pastime.  batting with fraser watts, wooden had got to 16 when a 'lexy delivery caught the edge and 

went to spenny's left.  ball to glove; ball to grass; wooden to 60 thanks very much.  wooden's 60 was 
critical in his side's accumulation of runs as he and watts added over a 100 for the second wicket.  and, of 

course, so's he wouldn't feel left out the 'loc opted to drop watts too - on 52.  wooden got another "life" 

when on 54 in addition; a stumping chance getting caught in the 'keeper's pads.  but watts and wooden 
would eventually depart - watts caught by dan off bean's bowling on his way to a 3-for, wooden lbw to 

boothy trying a reverse sweep.  the others, around watts and wooden, scrambled the other runs in the 
eventual total of 196 for 8, bryn lockie's two-ball - "4 w" - two-ball stay being, perhaps, the most bizarre.  

197 to win then. 

 

boothy decided to open with dan to mix things up a bit.  a decent start proceded to occur until dan 

looped one to stevie gilmour at point/gully.  24 for 1.  sal' joined boothy and another 20 were added 
before gav' nicked a radnidge delivery to jamie kerr, the first of jam's four victims in the innings.  so now 

it was sajjad and sheridan, a.k.a. [very] little and [really quite] large.  these two brought calm and 67 
were added with the score passing 100 as drinks were taken.  but then, with the score on 111, an lbw 

appeal by gilmour saw sal' unbalance forward and get stumped (!) by kerr.  unlucky and possibly hurting 

the win chances.  spenny then came and went without troubling the scorers letting persil and bean add 
40 to take the score to 157 for 5; persil then being caught by stevie g' off wooden's bowling.  seven overs 

were left and 40 were needed.  wooden would bowl out and the 'loc had im'y, nichty, mohsin, youngy and 

'lexy to bat.  bean was still there anchoring things.  runs continued to be added but wickets fell too.  the 

last over started with wooden looking to concede 12 or less to win it for carlton.  his first three balls were 
dots as mohs'y tried to launch him.  then a run out.  two balls left 12 to win, but 2 needed it was said for 



another point.  youngy, looking for bat on ball, was then stumped before alex screw-pulled the last ball to 

deep square leg.  a fumble in the outfield saw the 2 runs skuttled,.....except it was then found out 3 were 
needed for the fifth point.  hmm. 

 
a good performance tho' against a decent side.  nine oppo' wickets take.  bean's unbeaten 51 a great 

knock.  sal's 40 important.  but those dropped catches again, and a few mis-fields - these are the 

"margins" in close ones.  stuff to work with tho, and it's heriot's fp next week at home.  and it's a 1pm 
start everyone..... 

 

safely thru'.....just 

glasgow accies were the 'loc's oppo' in the first round of the [now named] murgitroyd rowan cup.  as 
defending champ's you'd have thought everyone'd be "right up for it" as regards getting out there - 

'especially now there's money at stake.  but in typical 'loc fashion there were call offs on the day - the 

most notable being lexicon's call saying he was still in blackpool (?) the afternoon after the night before, 
having be in manchester for some fighting,....sorry, footy, the day before.  drafted in were baby and 

doogie. 
 

batting first the oppo' made a respectable 100 for 7, murray (28) and soman (19) top-scoring in the 

middle order after a sluggish start and early wickets threatened to derail their side.  and it was the return 
of golden arm that was the main cause of the top order collapse.  dg walton esq. had been seen scraping 

a spike just north of the stumps at the scoreboard end pre-match; little did observers realise he was 
marking out a bowling run up!  and bowl he did: 4-1-21-3 thank you very much, the three being none 

other than numbers 2, 3 and 4!  welcome back ga - you're a veritable bowling all-rounder!  elsewhere in 
the bowling stakes im'y showed his class returning 4-1-6-2 no less - mind you the dangermen had all 

gone, eh danny-boy?!? 

 
101 to win then.  no cause for panic, nice and steady, run the singles, scoreboard ticking over, blah-di-

blah.  eh, nope.  37 for 4 with the bowling all-rounder gone for 7, bean gone too for 10, mohsin for 5 and 

nj for 4.  "hmmm",...and for not the first time in recent times.  luckily the man-in-form, matty coyle, 

steadied things and his middle order 21 would prove vital.  as would the accies' bowlers generosity on the 

extras front: 11 wides gave the 'loc said number of runs but, crucially, an additional nine balls.  and they'd 

need'em. 

 
with the last over starting, 11 were needed.  and it was now persil and baby at the crease.  andar was 

bowling.  1124 were the first four balls and it was advantage poloc.  then when ball #5 flicked the pad 

and skuttled to the boundary the 'board showed 102 for 8 and victory was secured.  who needs the full 
complement of deliveries; send the unused one back! 

 
next round - round two - sees ferguslie visit shawholm. 

 

catches win.... 

okay, here's saturday's match in summary form: 'loc bat first and properly compile competitive 204 for 4 

with boothy getting unbeaten 83.  part 1 complete; check.  part 2 requires early breakthrough, getting 
oppo' pro' in and then - if possible - sending him packing a.s.a.p. too.  over 2 of the feegie reply.  young 

'keeper/batter dave stafford miss-pulls 'lexy delivery and is out c&b.  enter de lange.  couple of deliveries 
of deliveries later "snick!" - ball to first slip, waist-high, into hands,.....out of hands,.....into hands 

again,.....out of hands again!  oops.  34 overs later de lange collects bottle of bubbly as m.o.t.m. after 

unbeaten 98 secures win for his side.  oopsy. 
 

the 'loc's first three league defeats have, therefore, seen the oppo's pro's score - in order - 163*, 62 and 

98*.  they're averaging 323 against us!  and, they've each been dropped early enough on to have made a 

difference.  that's why we love cric' i guess. 
 



and to rub salt into the de lange-inflicted wound, the 'loc's efforts yesterday amount to nil points.  hmm. 

 
to the detail: as said, the 'loc's innings was a "proper" one.  on a drizzly day with three or four rain 

interruptions, and a after a delayed start, the 'loc's top order performed.  openers bean and dan put on 
28 for the first wicket, before dan and sal' added 35 for the second.  then spen' and boothy had a 95-run 

partnership before im'y's cameo 12 with boothy added 36 - im'y despatching a nice maximum in the 

process.  so, a proper innings: steady start, batters batting in pairs, the pro' doing his part and time at the 
end for a hit.  204 for 4 was thought by all - including the home side - a pretty good target given the 

conditions.  feegie had, of course, failed to get near this in their last outing on [possibly] a better deck at 

bcp the week before. 

 
but a stiff target it didn't turn out to be in the end - 207 was rattled up inside 37 overs when de lange 

smacked a straight 4 to finish unbeaten on 98 [ed: "thanks omer" i'm sure being con's instinctive reaction 

to his partner blazing away at the other end to prevent him reaching three figures :-)].  so what had 
happened? 

 
well as good as the batting was, the bowling and fielding was bad.  granted the almost continuous drizzle 

didn't help; "bar of soap" being the usual illustrative term.  but, still, de lange's "life" was probably the 

turning point.  without majid haq, their "overseas amateur" and even grizzled veteran rutters, the home 
side's batting line up wasn't its usual length.  getting de lange out would've changed the pressure level on 

skipper murray and number four omer hussain.  but he wasn't caught, and the pressure didn't 
change.....and the 'loc didn't win. 

 
but it wasn't just de lange who was dropped.  opener murray, who made an impressive 65, was dropped 

a number of times as well as seeing edges fly through gaps.  there were stumping opportunities, run out 

chances and more miss-fields than in a beauty pageant at an agricultural show!  as said, catches win... 
 

but you've always got to look for positives - and there were some.  yet again the 'loc boys felt afterwards 

that the scorecard didn't accurately reflect the game.  the gap between the sides hadn't been that wide.  

feegie's bowlers had struggled too, three going at 5s or higher.  so the positives: a much better batting 

display, boothy getting runs, spen' playing a crucial anchor role in the key partnership, and the side 

generating plenty of chances to take key wickets.  the negatives we've already covered.  of the bowlers, 

probably only bean comes out with real credit as his ten overs cost just 38. 
 

next week it's league leaders carlton at home.  i wonder if the boys'll get their pro' out?  what did he do in 

week #3?  oh yeh, 130*..... 
 
dark side claim first scalp of '08 
the 'loc's west league cup campaign got underway on sunday at titwood.  and in a rain-affected match 

that was reduced to a twenty20, a young 'loc side lost out to an experienced home side.  the game was 

due to start at 2pm, but overhead conditions meant this was never going to - and didn't - happen.   

 

when the start did come it was the 'dale batting and the mighty opened with maddy and mohsin.  almost 
straight away the breakthrough came, with this year's darth vader, kasim farid, going cheaply, caught by 

bean off maddy's bowling.  4 for 1.  this brought the deposed dark lord and the 'dale's pro', kamran sajid, 
together at the crease.  and these two batted nicely, keeping the scoreboard ticking over and rotating the 

strike nicely.  the 'loc bowlers didn't help matters tho' with a season's load of wides and no balls being 

bowled.  in fact, by the end of the home side's innings, the 'loc's generosity in this category had turned a 
twenty20 into a twentytwopointone22.1 - not quite the same snappy title i'd accept.  and here's the rub: 

not only did the 'dale get 14 extra runs, but on the twelve extra balls another 17 runs were plundered.  so 

innaccurate bowling actually cost the guys 31!  ouch.  lesson to be learned anyone?   

 



back to the match: ironically given the wayward bowling, the 'loc's ground fielding and catching was 

good.  nj and shorty, making their 1st xi debuts, showed the way with impeccable performances at mid-
on/mid-off, and set the standard.  matty coyle, too, deserves a mention here, grabbing a sensational 

diving catch in the deep to dismiss hari' singh who'd come in after sajid was bowled for 18 by boothy.  
singh's 30 was a useful knock and he'd carried on with sheikhy in the same mode as his pro'.  once ball 

132 had been bowled the scoreboard showed 128 for 5 - a challenging target given the difficult deck and 

the 'loc's inexperienced batting line up. 
 

beanie and boothy opened up for the 'loc and it was good to see that, if anything, dan missing from the 

'loc's line-up had actually reduced the combined height of the opening combo'!  bean "did a farid" tho' 

and went early - out early, for 2, clipping a mitchell delivery to sajid.  this brought nichty to the middle - 
at 3 - fresh from his ton.  the pro' obviously felt the pressure of batting with "chris" coyle and, after matty 

had stroked his first boundary, promptly ran him out!  hmm.  not ideal.   

 
after matty, atif came and went sharp'ish, skying a catch to sheikh in the deep fourth ball.  so then it was 

spenny and boothy together.  some stability.....eh, nope - boothy almost immediately knicking one from 
sajid, to craig smith behind.   

 

from this point the game was probably not going to be won, but spen' took the opportunity to get some 
time in the middle, and coax three of the youngsters through their 1st xi debuts at titwood.  dani', shorty 
and nj all getting a chance with the blade.  and good experience too. 
 

as the innings petered out there was time for sajid to finish with a 3-for, 67 for 7 being the closing 
scoreboard read-out. 

 

a defeat then, but much of the purpose achieved: more cric' played, more youngsters given opportunity, 
more lessons - hopefully - learned. 

 

[rampant lion-approved report] 
 

greenock beat nvt poloc by six wickets in cricket match 

 

at "shawholm" on saturday the 3rd of may 2008, a cricket match took place. this match was a league 
match. the league is the scottish national cricket league. this is a league sponsored by a large and very 

good bank called lloyds tsb. the match started at 1pm and allowed both teams 50 overs of batting.  

before the match started the captains of both teams tossed a coin to determine which team would bat 
first. this toss of the coin determined greenock - the visiting team based in greenock - would bat second. 

so it was nvt poloc batted first.  the first two batters were keith sheridan and daniel walton. these two 
batters had to face greenock's first two bowlers. greenock's first two bowlers were richard berrington - 

the greenock captain - and sean weeraratna. after two overs of six balls each had been bowled nvt poloc 

lost its first batter. keith sheridan was given out by umpire gavin gemmell leg before wicket. keith was 

replaced as a batter by saleem sajjad. saleem would bat very well indeed. in fact he scored the most runs 

for nvt poloc.  after keith sheridan was out, the next nvt poloc batter to get out was daniel walton who 
scored 23 runs. he was bowled out. then gavin ewing - who is the nvt poloc cricket professional - went to 

bat. his turn did not last very long however and he was caught out after scoring 7 runs. after gavin was 
out four more nvt poloc batters - brian spence (the wicket-keeper), imran adrees, atif ahmed and iain 

stewart each came out to bat but managed to score only 1 run between them.  after atif ahmed was out 

mohsin ali went to bat with saleem sajjad. these two batters batted for nine overs and scored 41 runs 
before saleem sajjad was caught out by douglas wylie off bowling by sean weeraratna. the team score at 

this point was 131.  after saleem had left the ground, alexander scott went out to bat. he was then joined 

by keith young when mohsin ali was caught out by richard berrington. one ball later the nvt poloc batting 

was completely finished when alexander scott was bowled out by sean weeraratna. the final total was 140 
runs.  after the nvt poloc and greenock players, and the umpires, had had some tea it was greenock's 



players turn to bat. their first two batters were timothy mcintosh - who has travelled from new zealand to 

play for greenock - and sean weeraratna. for nvt poloc, the first two bowlers were alexander scott and 
iain stewart. both bowlers bowl what is called seam bowling.  the first two greenock batters scored 30 

runs before sean weeraratna was bowled out by alexander scott. sean appeared to have injured himself 
just before being bowled out. after he had walked back to the changing room, richard berrington came to 

bat with timothy mcintosh.   richard and timothy scored 87 runs before richard was out. he was caught by 

the sixth bowler nvt poloc used, keith sheridan, off one of his own bowls.  greenock's total score then 
increased very steadily until it was just 12 runs less than the 141 runs greenock was looking to get. when 

the score was 131 timothy mcintosh hit a ball in the air that was caught by atif ahmed. timothy mcintosh 

was, therefore, out. after he had left and greenock's young wicket-keeper whose surname is howe had 

also been caught out by atif ahmed, ryan begley and a player with the surname prabhu managed to get 
the remaining runs their team was needing to win the game.  congratulations to greenock who get 10 

points for winning this league match; commiserations to nvt poloc who get 1 bonus point despite losing.  

all the players on both sides played very well and were credits to their clubs.  cricket was definitely the 
winner. 

 
or if you prefer..... 
 

.....the unapproved version - what is it about the 'loc and other sides' pro's?? 
  

for the second saturday running the mighty's oppo' pro' saw their side to victory.  last weekend it was ed' 
cowan who dragged his uddy mates with him, posting 160+ - himself! - to secure the win points.  this 

time it was the greenock allstars' tim mcintosh that carried his boys to ten points.  okay so it wasnae the 
zillion that cowan scored, but then we're talking shawholm after a week or rain and not bcp.  there is a 

difference. 

 
but to pause a second: a word of thanks are due to the 'loc's ground staff for getting play at all.  weirs' 

albert park's testament to the kind of rain there's been, and even the dark side had a delayed start 

against carlton.  the 'loc?  1pm start, sharp.  the deck?  firm enough, and would play fine - just slow.  

thanks to the spen', dan, doogie, bean, et al for their efforts in this the pm period [ed: that's post-moss]. 

 

to the game - mcintosh's match-winning 62 came about in his side's run-chase, after the 'loc had posted 

140.  now, remembering your columnist's pitch report above, 140's probably more like 175/180 and so 
wasn't a shocker.  what was a shocker tho' was how it'd been arrived!  bean going with the score on 7 

after stroking the mid-wicket boundary of his career wasn't a great start, but dan and sal' taking the score 

past 50 without further mishap was verging on the positive.  on a slow wicket, the two had chosen their 
shots well, and had offered little in the way of encouragement to the oppo' bowling attack.  an attack that 

- it should be stressed - was without its saltires players, i.e. berrington and weeraratna,.....no, no they 
were there, it was wright and nel that weren't :-) 

  

but back to proceedings: where were we?  ah yes, dan and sal' and that solid start,.....then dan got out.  

bowled by one [ed: the only one!] that nipped back from mcintosh - yup, it surprised dan too!  dan's 

departure brought boothy to the wicket.  but the short one had another short one as a paddled shot off 
dougie wylie was pocketed in somewhat comical fashion by greenock's sanghera at backward square leg.  

gav's shot looked to be heading straight into sanghera's paws without him having to move.  but then, for 
no apparent reason, he ran in towards the ball only for it then to look like it was going to clear him.  at 

the last minute tho' he stuck up a single - right - paw,.....and the ball landed in it!  bizarre - and the look 

on his face betrayed his own feelings on the matter.  boothy out - 7 scored - and the side now in a tad of 
trouble at 71 for 3. 

 

but things'd get worse as 'loc batters seemed to be in some sort get-out-quick trance.  spenny came and 

went for 1, then im'y, persil and 'tify could only rack up,.....eh,.....well,.....none actually, between them.  
im'y was run out, stew'y was cleaned up by dougie wylie and 'tif inexplicably skied his second ball to mid-



off.  wow.  90 for 7 that'll be then.  and mohsin in to partner the big mex' who must've been thinking he 

was wearing some kind of anti-lynx effect fragrance! 
 

but mohsin wouldn't be put off hanging around - no matter what the eau d'sajjad was like - and 41 crucial 
runs were put on for the eighth wicket.  saleem was batting with purpose and passed 50 to the delight of 

the watching spectators.  he'd moved well at the crease, and batted sensibly, whilst still entertaining 

everyone with a few lusty blows.  and he wasn't alone - mohsin joined in the maximum-hitting comp' that 
suddenly kicked off and smacked two of his own!  but the eighth wicket did fall, and it was sal' that went.  

caught by that man wylie again, in the deep.   

 

after sal' departed, it was back to the house of cards sketch.  only 9 more were added as sean 
weeraratna cleaned up mohs'y and 'lexy in consecutive balls to leave youngy as the not out bat.  140 all 

out. 

 
in reply - and here's where tim mcintosh won it for his mob - the greenock batting looked a little frail with 

a couple of exceptions.  but big exceptions they were.  pro' mcintosh opened up and would get 62, 
holding the reply together, and ritchie berrington showed something of his wunderkid reputation with a 

patient - captain's - 42 after weeraratna had been cleaned up by 'lexy returning a favour.   

 
'lexy again demonstrated why he's got real potential, again picking up wickets.  in fact had some miss-hit 

airborne sclaffs not landed in spaces instead of going to fielders, things just might have been different - 
the batting after berrington departed certainly not looking like it had the same quality.    

 
but the chances didn't go to fielders, and the greenock top order did do their jobs - result: a greenock 

win, and deservedly so as they did what was needed.  dougie wylie and sean weeraratna were the main 

wicket-takers with four-apiece, and mcintosh and berrington, as noted, did the biz' with the blade.  no 
complaints over the result.   

 

for the 'loc there were positives too: sal's knock was impressive, 'lexy's bowling again showed he can bowl 

wicket-taking deliveries, and the fielding showed improvement.  it's a tough start getting uddy and 

greenock, and next week's trip to new mossland a.k.a. meikleriggs is another stern test.  but there's signs 

that things are coming together.....just need a few more runs and a bit more composure with the bat. 

 
first [half] points for the 'loc! 

after saturday's veritable thumping at the hands of uddy,.....or, maybe, more accurately at the bat of ed' 

cowan, the 'loc boys were happy to find themselves up against a side without any "hired help".  the 
oppo'?  none other than the nation's young cricketing pretenders: the under 19 side.  season '08 sees the 

start of a cricketing experiment: forget pink balls [ed: although it is still pretty chilly in the outfield, boom, 
boom!], free hits and TV replays, this one's actually got a purpose.  the scotland 19s are participating in 

the sncl premier division as an innovative attempt to expose them, en masse, to some tougher cric'.  and 

cric' doesn't get much tougher than an early season shawholm deck!  throw in roller problems and 

monsoon rains in the week leading up to the match, and it's easy to see it wasn't going to be,.....well, 

wasn't going to be easy. 
 

to the match itself: the 'loc won the toss and the skipper decided to test the youngsters' nerves by 
inviting them to have "first go".  on the slow, low, deck runs would always be harder to find than after a 

late-night curry, but throw in first match nerves and some decent bowling from the 'loc opening 

seam/spin combo' of stew'y and immy, and "tough" became "downright difficult".  still, a patient 30 was 
put on before the breakthrough came.  and, whilst the breakthrough certainly didn't trigger a collapse, it 

did represent the start of a steady fall of oppo' wickets.  30 for 1 became 56 for 4, before 20 were added 

for the fifth wicket as the youngsters steadied their ship on its maiden voyage.  but then the fifth wicket 

was followed quickly by wickets six, seven, eight and nine as 75 for 5 became 80 for 9.  and in amongst 
this, 'lexy nearly grabbed a hat-trick: two in two balls resulted in boothy trying to spark abs into life as the 



new batter was awaited by saying "com' on man, hat-tricks don't come around often; you might only get 

one in your career mate!".  to which, of course, 'lexy replied - dead pan - "i've had two before....."  sigh.  
bubble burst.  the hat-trick ball was, however, safely negotiated by the new batter [ed: one of the very 

few right-handers!] and the innings continued.  and after a brief flurry the last wicket fell with 97 having 
been posted. 

 

no complacency could be contemplated either given 97 was ten runs more than the 'loc had mustered the 
day previously in the thrashing at bcp.  the same opening duo started the innings tho', and dan and bean 

found themselves, for once, out in the middle amongst guys their height!  visions of lilliput indeed!  and 

so it was the 'loc's little big men opened looking for a steady start on the still-difficult deck.  scoring was 

little faster in the 'loc's reply, although dgw's hamstring injury - picked up the day before, "doing nothing" 
according to the man himself - didn't help.  50 without loss was carefully reached without too much 

drama, and only as the finish line came into view did wicket one fall: dan nicking one behind, out for 28.  

bean, tho', continued on his merry way - joined by now in lilliput by gulliver, in the [not inconsiderable] 
shape of the big mex'.  sal' played as only he can, i.e. he nearly ran himself out, only saving himself with 

a head-long dive back into his ground that shook the entire southside as he landed!  this keystone cops 
start was then, quite naturally, followed by a couple of lusty blows for boundaries as the innings was 

wrapped up. 

 
so a win, the first points of a new season and a few other plusses: 'lexy's 3-for was nice, the league 

debuts of two of the 'loc's own under 19s, dani' and bil'y, was encouraging (dani' taking a good catch, 
and bil'y grabbing a wicket) and a much-improved fielding performance in which catches actually stuck 

and groundwork was improved - two run outs being the evidence of the latter. 
 

next week it's the greenock allstars at home - let's hope it just stops bloomin' raining! 

 
creche'd and burned! 

shawholm was the venue for the latest cs experiment: forget rule changes from the committee for 

confused thinking and cast aside all thoughts of a points system devised by the zimbabwe electoral 

commission.  no, this one involves youngsters being beaten in public in return for half sncl points!  yup, it 

was the scotland under 19's sncl premier division debut.  a.k.a. the scotland creche day trip to europe's 

favourite park. 

 
the setting was at least summer'y, the sun shining for the first prolonged time in 2008 on glasgow's 

southside.  the ground looked pretty good too with the refurbished screen in place, and the week's 

waterlogged ground being all but a distant memory. 
 

with a start time of 1pm, the 'loc boys reported for duty around noon - as usual - to find the policies 
awash with bibs and cones, as the creche's disclosure scotland-cleared child minders put their charges 

through enough pre-match drills to make an oilman exhausted.  but they certainly looked good in their 

very smart surridge romper suits. 

 

to the game: 'loc skipper, boothy, won the toss and asked the creche to bat first on the soft deck.  soft, in 
fact, not unlike the kind of safe-play area surface the creche would surely be well-used to.  so the 'loc 
were in the field. 
 

but "well-used to it", in hindsight, seems the wrong term, as 97 all out in under 29 overs suggested the 

creche batters maybe had been taken  by surprise a bit when they realised it wasn't windballs that were 
being used.  strange.  two creche members got into double figures, but two self-inflicted run outs, a first 

ball blob and a brainless stumping, must have tempted the child protection officers present to consider 

banning the teatime warm milk and cookies. 

 



but 97 all out it was - and let's not forget that was 10 more than the not-so-mighty made the day before.  

wicket-takers had included 'lexy with 3 for 23, persil with a brace and bil'y with one on debut.  dani', also 
on debut, had got on the scoresheet with a smart catch at mid on too. 

 
despite still crippled by his ham'y strain, dan snr. opened with bean in search of a steady start.  and it 

was mission accomplished as the creche members singularly failed to make inroads in to the 'loc batting 

line up.  youthful enthusiam - a.k.a. absolutely atrocious chat [ed: do they teach this at the ravelston play 
group?] - was soon nowhere to be seen,...sorry heard, as the eight bowlers tried all fired blanks.  only 

some decent ground fielding, and dan's and bean's unerring ability to cut half-trackers straight at fielders, 

prevented the 'loc winning long before they did in over 33.  and it's likely the creche leaders would be 

wanting to run through the ecb's "catching made easy" video after their charges grassed more catches 
than fleet of trawlers. 

 

luckily though, overall, any video of their debut might well never be seen by the creche as it would 
certainly struggle to get airtime before the watershed,.....and tomorrow they've got school. 

 
the target was reached, as noted, inside 33 overs - bean finished unbeaten on 39 as he felt comfortable 

in amongst guys his height.  dan snr, too, looked at home out in the middle with the other lilliputians - his 

28 was a patient knock given his injury.  and after dan departed with 13 needed, there was just enough 
time for gulliver - in the shape of the big mex' - to stride out, nearly run himself out, then smack a couple 

of boundaries to win it.  great fun! 
 

so the first points pocketed for the 'loc.  that's the pleasing outcome of game #2 of the season.  other 
positives: dani's and bil'y's sncl debuts, 'lexy's bowling, sensible batting,.....and shawholm being once 

again a beautiful place to spend a summer sunday afternoon!  

 
new clubhouse, new groundsman, new pro' and am'.....same outcome! 

pre-season games can be notoriously poor guides for when the action starts for real.  so, when the 'loc 
were royally humped by uddingston in the eric lane memorial trophy match last weekend no-one was too 

despondent.  that game saw uddy bat first, score 200-and-lots for three, their opener gets a ton, and 

then the 'loc get skittled for 80-odd.  as we say, no guide to the "real thing",.....eh, incorrect.  the 

summary from bothwell castle policies: uddy bat first, score 200-and-lots for three, their opener gets a 

ton, and then the 'loc get skittled for 80-odd!  anyone remember groundhog day??? 
 

the detail behind the summary shows it was a different "hired hand" - this time in the shape of uddy 

aussie pro' ed' cowan - that racked up the 'loc opponent's ton.  and it was a big one.  163 in fact.  and 
not bad given his side was just 75 for 2 at the halfway stage in their innings; drinks being taken a few 

balls early when amir gul was dismissed by a beanie caught and bowled.  this second home side victim 
followed the barometer's exit for 5, cleaned up by 'lexy in the eighth over. 

 

so the obvious question, dear reader, that i know you're asking, is how does 75 for 2 at drinks become 

268 for 3 at the close?!?  not quite sure myself.  109 off the last ten overs helps tho' :-) 

 
and the 'loc boys didn't help themselves, with cowan being dropped when he was on 60-odd.  and 

cowan's aussie mate, brett webber, chipping in with an unbeaten 59 to follow up his ton in the friendly 
last weekend.....oh, and he was dropped at least twice too!  beyond the grassing of catches, the 'loc 

didn't help themselves with their ground-fielding in the second half either.  as cowan got into his stride, 

and the field was spread, concentration seemed to drift - fumbles and over-throws costing dear.  hmmm. 
 

268 for 3 it was then.  not ideal.  what, as ever, was needed was a steady start.  and we got one.  the 

'loc openers - bean and dan - put on 31 in ten overs and looked comfortable enough.  dgw, struggling 

with a hamstring tweak, was seeing it well enough and had already broken the top of a sightscreen with a 
straight 6 off bawa.  then the partnership was broken - bean carved a square cut to davie bill who held on 



to the sharp chance.  and then 7 runs later it was two down as danny's patience with bawa ended - a 

skied one to that bloke bill seeing him off. 
 

and then it was carnage.  37 for 2 became 65 for 5, and then 73 for 6 became 76 for 9.  as said: 
carnage!  three blobs and seven dismissals via aerial shots tell the tale.  all done and dusted inside 34 

overs.  hmmm, again. 

 
elsewhere ayr were skittled for 123 and join the 'loc at the foot of the table, whilst watson's return to the 

top flight saw them skittled for just 87 as they lost to grange.  the table is online now. 


